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P4218  ELEMENT SLING BAG 
This sleek, compact sling is big enough to carry all your 
personal items for day trips. You can carry it over either 
shoulder or sling it over to carry it in the front while 
walking through crowds. The single strap can be attached 
to the right or left side for maximum comfort. Features 
include a padded tablet sleeve and a zip pocket inside the 
main compartment. The front has an open pocket with a 
pen loop organizer inside. Made of heathered poly canvas. 

COLOR: Grey

AS LOW AS $ 13.96 (R)

P9428  ELEMENT DUFFEL BACKPACK
This extra large duffel is perfect for a getaway. The 
roomy main compartment accommodates all your 
clothes, shoes, stationery, and more! The duffel features 
a unique backpack carry system. On the bottom there 
is a zip compartment to easily reveal padded straps 
allowing the bag to convert into a backpack in seconds. 
Dual handles and a detachable shoulder strap finish this 
great piece. Made of heathered poly canvas.

COLOR: Grey

AS LOW AS $26.33 (R)

P1617  COAST SLING TOTE
Made of 600D heathered polycanvas this stylish sling 
tote is simple but practical! The tote features a large 
compartment and a zip top  and a small zip pocket inside 
for keys, phone, or other essentials. It can be hand 
carried or be used as a sling with its detachable shoulder 
strap. It is the perfect piece for conventions or travel.  

COLOR: Grey

AS LOW AS $ 9.65 (R)

P9418  KNIGHT SPORT DUFFLE
Made of modern 600D heather polycanvas, this duffle 
mixes simplicity and style. Featuring a zippered main 
compartment and a front open pocket this duffle is a 
perfect gym bag or weekender. 

COLOR: Grey 

AS LOW AS $ 9.65 (R)

P3772  ELEMENT BRIEFCASE
This no-fills briefcase comes with all the essentials for 
daily commuters. Inside the front zipper compartment 
there is a full stationery organizer that includes a padded 
pocket for tablets, dual pen loops, two open pockets, 
and multiple card pockets. Finished with a adjustable 
shoulder strap and a mesh pocket on the side. Made of 
heathered poly canvas. 
COLOR: Grey

AS LOW AS $ 13.43 (R)

P7214  ELEMENT 12-PACK COOLER
This stylish cooler bag is great for any event! It is small 
enough to be used as a personal cooler, yet has enough 
room to carry all your refreshments for a day at the 
park. The cooler fits more than 12 cans and is tall 
enough for larger cans. Foam padded and heat sealed 
PEVA lining to prevent leaking. Other features include a 
front open pocket and side mesh pockets, finished with 
an adjustable shoulder strap. Made of heathered poly 

canvas.COLOR: Grey

AS LOW AS $11.45 (R)


